EchoPanel® - not your ordinary acoustic panel - 13 vivid solid colors, 9 intriguing prints, and custom printing capability combine to make EchoPanel® your unique acoustic design solution.

Panels come in 7mm, 12mm and 24mm thicknesses.

Trapeze
12mm panels only
Dimensions .47”x3.94’x7.87”
Printed on both sides
Pattern repeat
Horizontal: 41cm
Vertical: 58cm

Tilt
12mm panels only
Dimensions .47”x3.94’x7.87”
Printed on both sides
Pattern repeat
Horizontal: 12.83cm
Vertical: 12.83cm

Kirei USA
619.236.9924
info@kireiusa.com
**Plaid**

- 7mm panels only
- Dimensions: .23"x3.97"x8.86"
- Printed on one side only
- Pattern repeat:
  - Horizontal: 60cm
  - Vertical: 60cm

---

**Ceremony**

- 7mm panels only
- Dimensions: .23"x3.97"x8.86"
- Printed on one side only
- Pattern repeat:
  - Horizontal: 12.1cm
  - Vertical: 26.9cm

---

**Striae**

- 7mm panels only
- Dimensions: .23"x3.97"x8.86"
- Printed on one side only
- Pattern repeat:
  - Horizontal: 60cm
  - Vertical: N/A
EchoPanel® - not your ordinary acoustic panel - 13 vivid solid colors, 9 intriguing prints, and custom printing capability combine to make EchoPanel® your unique acoustic design solution.

Panels come in 7mm, 12mm and 24mm thicknesses.

### Hex

7mm & 12mm panels

**Dimensions**
- 7mm: .23"x3.97'x8.86'
- 12mm: .47"x3.94'x7.87'

**Printed**
- 7mm: one side only
- 12mm: both sides

**Pattern repeat**
- Horizontal: 13cm
- Vertical: 7.4cm

### Puzzle

7mm & 12mm panels

**Dimensions**
- 7mm: .23"x3.97'x8.86'
- 12mm: .47"x3.94'x7.87'

**Printed**
- 7mm: one side only
- 12mm: both sides

**Pattern repeat**
- Horizontal: 32cm
- Vertical: 32cm

---

EchoPanel® Print Ceremony #554
EchoPanel® Print Hex #542
**Ripple**

7mm & 12mm panels

**Dimensions**
- 7mm: .23"x3.97"x8.86"  
- 12mm: .47"x3.94"x7.87"

**Printed**
- 7mm: one side only  
- 12mm: both sides

**Pattern repeat**
- Horizontal: 51.5cm  
- Vertical: 22.9cm

Note: pattern direction varies depending on panel thickness.

- 7mm print: Vertical  
- 12mm print: Horizontal

---

**Frequency**

7mm & 12mm panels

**Dimensions**
- 7mm: .23"x3.97"x8.86"  
- 12mm: .47"x3.94"x7.87"

**Printed**
- 7mm: one side only  
- 12mm: both sides

**Pattern repeat**
- Horizontal: 42cm  
- Vertical: 30cm

Note: pattern direction varies depending on panel thickness.

- 7mm print: Horizontal  
- 12mm print: Vertical